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About This Game

Game Of Puzzles: Nature - is a puzzle game in which you have to assemble a single image from individual pieces.
You need to collect from the small pictures one big and after you may to going at the new level.

Features:

 60 levels (the amount will increase)

 A range of sizes from 6 to 36 pieces

 Perfect for ages 3+

 Auto Saving

 Simple mouse control

 Traditional puzzle gameplay

 Steam Achievements

Credits: This game was created using Clickteam Fusion 2.5! Music by Erwarda Savitnaag.
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Title: Game Of Puzzles: Nature
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Snkl Studio
Publisher:
Snkl Studio
Franchise:
Game Of Puzzles
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Vietnamese,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian
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Horrible and boring gameplay, horrible casual approach, intended for 12 year old girls, autistic ui and controls, now working
half of the time, working wrong the other, unlogical, poor game only for die hard fans. Spent thirty dollers to play risk with
friends. Theres no online. I hate my life.

The single player is terribly boring.

I hate my life.. A Map Editor is a very nice addition to a game such as this one. The editor is very easy to understand making it
usable by almost everyone, which also means that there will surely be a lot of maps to come. Though the editor lacks in
customization, I would really love to see a way to customize planets to change their looks instead of being forced to change the
type of planet for it to look as you want.

I can only recommend this if you are eager to make or edit maps, since it really lacks in certain things to make greater detail on
your maps. I'll leave it to you.. Spent hours to get the game to start up. Played through both storylines. Fixed game won't count
track play time on steam so that's why hour count is low but just putting that out there so you know this is a review from
someone who's beaten the game let alone gotten it to start.

First: Running on Windows 10 is possible, but is the only "new nightmare" you'll be experiencing. Would recommend playing
on an older OS if possible as it will save you a lot of headache. Window's 10 is possible but you'll need to apply a half dozen
workarounds and hope they work. I can't remember the combination of fixes I used but if you're determined to find them it is
doable.

Story: Doesn't relate to previous games whatsoever. The story was alright but about 1\/3 of the way through one characters story
I just wanted it to be over. If you buy this game play Carnby's storyline first because a majority of your time is spent wandering
around the mansion to the point where you're sick of it. There is a spot where you can farm charms of saving during the
storyline (detailed on pcgamingwiki page) that you'll want to take advantage of. The mansion hallways are so tight and health is
so limited that you'll want to save through every door and there's simply not enough charms of saving that early on to
accomadate without exploiting the glitch. Aline's story feels much shorter which is why I said too play her second because you'll
just want to be done with this game. Aline is much more enjoyable and the story moves faster as well. There's not a charm of
saving glitch on hers but you can be much more frugal with them through her plot as it's easier. If you are just going to play one
character still just play Carnby though because Aline's doesn't make as much sense without the knowledge of what's happening
on Carnby's side.

Gameplay: I found the game to be impossible to play without using a walkthrough guide. Controls are clunky on keyboard and
mouse so it may be better to play with controller. It is doable though if you don't have access to one.

Final thought: Won't stop you from playing, as it's not a waste of money if you're prepared to spend a lot of time on dumb
things, but definetely buy with that in full consideration. Story was weak and there are a few references to it in the 2008 game
so I played for completeness. Proud to say this is my least favorite game I've ever played but it changed my perspective on how
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 a game can really be and nothing really looks that bad anymore, so I guess I can thank
it for that.

.5\/10

p.s. The Game Boy Color version of the game is much better and can be beaten without a guide. Storyline is mostly different
and you only play Carnby but you still hit a lot of the same locations. It's not a full replacement by any means but it's cheap and
easy if you want to skip this game but still want to know what happened.. Voxel style Tower Defense with building elements
quite pleasing to the Maze designer style player. Dead Acres provides oppertunities for creative strategies and it makes the game
quite interesting, very replayable. It is hard for me to believe that this is one of the first Minecraftian style builders to
incorporate solid TD 1st person such as this, like Block Fortress on iPhone or some of the players mods out there.

Fun atmosphere with comical zombie design makes for light hearted humor when the blood goes everywhere. Musicly is is short
and sweet, fun and appropriate. The placement controls take a little getting used to but make sense. Being able to raise turrets so
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their sight of range is aligned is crucial to survival. One can play more towards FPS or TD but you will always need to do a bit
of both unless you Camper is well bunkered. This is an Early Access sure to please as the game works well with minimal bugs. I
did have a generator dissapear on me somehow! So there are still some things to work out. In the 1st hour and a half that's not
too bad for glitches in EA. This game is ready for good testers.

Dead Acres is the place to be, folks. The only thing missing is Eva Gabor in a mink stole.
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Brothers in Arms: Earned in Blood is a cod ripoff 0/10. It is buggy and some achievements are broken. Also it is missing some
functions and what the hell does the camera button mean!?. cool mini game 2 with cool soundtrack. It's a sliding puzzle, so, if
you're here you probably enjoy doing this stuff. I paid little less than 50 cents. But even at full price I think it is worth it.
Seems like there's going to be free updates and more levels in the near future, that's a big plus.
Perfect when you have to wait the classic 15 minutes before going somewhere or do something important.
Music is relaxing!. Very fun game. Offline only, which is fine with me. Definitely getting more than 20 bucks worth of fun out
of it.. An enjoyable game well worth a purchase.. uSE TO PLAY IT ON ps3 AND ITS EVEN BETTER ON PC THANKS TO
1080P AND HIGH GRAPHICS WITH AA. sorry caps was on and im lazy rn :P\
great strategy game, lots of fun, impressive for a 2009 game, awesome military war game/shooter
set in world war 3, europe vs the usa vs russia. As it is I can't recommend it.

This will probably change as the game progresses.

This game has issues... beginning with the tutorial.
In the first mission I managed to put the two parts right next to each other ... only one block apart ... too bad that they are bigger
than one block .... and so they generated phantom forces making the ship spin out of control.

Yeah it is bad in a tutorial* ... but in the real game is devastating.

*= which has also the issue that it only shows the buttons that you are allowed to use instead of graying them out. That lead (in
my case) to a total confusing start in the real game.

Same in the 2nd tutorial ... it is a bit awkward to be shown rockets on the side and later not to know that isn't possible ... and the
unlink function is disabled (aka. completely missing).

There is also the issue of the camera angle ... everything in this game with this gameplay screams "I am meant to play top down"
but the camera won't let you (probably a objection from the artist: "but think about all those great 3D models") ... leaving your
ship in the way all the time.

The other not great thing is that ship parts towed by your crew can be towed through your ship ... which should be changed in
later versions so that is moved under or above your ship. ... That shouldn't be too hard.

The game ends up starting throwing you unprepared in middle of literally one million things from what are more than enough
enemies.

The circumstance that you have to do one million things and that there is no way to slow it down seems to me as preperation for
making it multiplayer. But multiplayer can lead to all sorts of problems in this kind of game.

So what I am missing is a third part of the tutorial in which is everything present, but no enemies ... so that you really can learn
how to build and how to use the UI.

Or at least an easy mode for the game ... a "slow" start (in which you won't encounter enemies for at least a while after starting
the game) would also do.
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